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Over the past couple of weeks, Agate Concrete has 
assisted Agate Pacific on a small concrete project at the 
Hudson Ranch Geothermal Power Generating Station, 
forming and pouring some concrete pads for their steel 
installation package. 

 

 
The Orange CA Concrete Trucks match our Orange Shirts !! 



At the same time, Bill Coleman continued to oversee the 
NRG Long Beach Generating Station project as our 
subcontractors continued to prep the below grade areas 
for our eventual concrete pour.  Once the Agate Concrete 
crew completed our work at Hudson Ranch, we mobilized 
to the NRG site to begin the concrete preparations. 

 
The rebar mat was cut, set and tied over a .15mil vapor 
barrier, following by slab edge form installation. 

 



Our next step was to demolish an existing pump 
foundation, and excavate 85 Lineal Feet of a 36” wide by 
24” deep electrical trench.  Once the electrician completes 
the conduit installation, Agate Concrete will return to the 
site to pour the slab, foundation and conduit cover !! 
 

 
 
Finally, the tanks have arrived !!  The two tanks that you 
see in the background will be supported on the concrete 
slab as placed by Agate Concrete.  No wonder the design 
of the concrete was 36” thick !! 



The Agate Concrete weekly report has been used as 
reference material before, both in articles as well as 
practical examples in college classrooms.  But now, our 
weekly report has been highlighted in a national 
publication … Concrete Construction Magazine !! 

 
Now that the stakes are higher than they have ever been, I 
am open to all offers, with the high bidder winning (either to 
reference someone or to keep yourself OUT of the report !!) 

 
So THAT’s the secret of skintight jeans, just take a dip in this tank !! 


